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Abstract: A major inspection challenge facing the boiler
industries is to satisfy the welds in tubing and plate during the
manufacturing, erection and commissioning stages. During
commercial operation the plant boiler tubes that leaks due to
downtime. As the main part of the boiler, the water wall tube
which runs on dangerous environment may lead to serious boiler
accidents, causing of the tubes failure. For this reason, inspecting
the defects on the steam boiler tube comprehensively is extremely
required. However, single traditional NDT inspection method is
limited .In terms of the ability of identifying different kinds of
defects. In order to meet the requirement of fullscale inspection, in
this paper, a new system foe steam boiler tubes are experimented.
After experiment, the new system can effectively measure the
remaining wall thickness and identify different kinds of defects
including pinholes and circumferential cracks with the sensor
being moved outside the tubes using artificial neural networks.

However, this type of EMAT operating technique could cause
the subsequent problems: first of all, there'll be an exact
quantity of longitudinal wave officious the thickness
measurement; second, the EMAT coil placed magnetization
of the specimen are going to be weaker; third, there'll be
associate echo from permanent magnets or pole shoes
worrying the wall thickness detection[5].
In order to unravel these issues, during this paper, a brand
new system is going to be introduced, that employing a
combination of EMAT and MFL. During this new system,
EMAT takes ad- vantage of the horizontal field used for MFL
detection to excite the ultrasound. Below this circum- stance,
the excitation mechanism of the EMAT is different from the
overall mechanism that's in the main supported the
Lorentz-force [6].
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I. INTRODUCTION
The boiler is a crucial energy-conversion device. Because the
main a part of the boiler, water wall tubes that carries with it
multiple tubes connected by rip plates [1] run on risky setting.
Corrosion, erosion and fatigue cause the failure of water wall
tubes. A lot of boiler seriously could cause the boiler accident
[2]. So as to unravel this downside, inspecting the defects on
tubes comprehensively is much needed. The defects of water
wall tubes are often inspected by ancient NDT ways, like
electricity supersonic testing (PUT), magnetic flux outflow
(MFL), magnetism acoustic electrical device (EMAT) and
eddy current (EC) [3]. However, of these NDT examination
ways have their limitations severally (see table 1). Obviously,
single ancient NDT examination technique is tough to satisfy
the wants of fully-testing, therefore combining 2 or a lot of
completely different sorts of NDT ways in one detection
system is extraordinarily needed. During this method, the
benefits of various ways are often integrated.
Through comparison, combining MFL associated EMAT
ways is an effectively thanks to determine common defects on
the surface of water wall tubes, as well as pinholes,
circumferential cracks and cutting of wall thickness. In
concerning to the matter regarding desegregation EMAT and
MFL ways for the pipeline detection, Song X. C. et al.
designed a water wall tubes examination system. During this
system, ultrasound is worked up by the vertical field [4].
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II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
The principle of the new system is predicated on the
magnetism acoustic technology (EMAT) and also the
magnetic flux outflow (MFL) technology. The sensing
element of the system is shown in figure one, which has a
magnetic bar (magnetic yoke, a pair of permanent magnets
and a couple of pole shoes) and a combi sensing element
(EMAT coils and MFL sensors). The combi sensing element
is found within the center of the magnetic bar.

Fig1: defining Static magnetic flux density
As way as EMAT coils area unit involved, each coil consists
of a transmitter coil and a receiver coil. Polarized supersonic
shear waves area unit generated supported the magnetic
constrictive impact. In general, the excitation mechanisms of
the electro-magnetic supersonic testing technique embrace
Lorentz-force, magnetization and magnetostriction-force
mechanism. once the tube is attractable a horizontal field,
force and magnetization force area unit virtually equal in size
and opposite in direction, in order that polarized supersonic
shear waves in magnetism materials would be generated in the
main betting on magneto striction impact [7]. As shown in
figure a pair of. The supersonic pulses propagate sheer to the
pipe wall surface. From the time-of-flight of the back-wall
echo and also the well-known supersonic rate in pipe steel, the
remaining wall thick- capes
are often obtained [8].
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Fig2. The excitation mechanisms of EMAT under the
horizontal magnetic field
Based on the testing principle of MFL, the horizontal field
that is employed for EMAT also can be used for MFL
detection. Once the specimen has defects, there'll be
stray-flux field distributed on the outer surface round the
defects, which might be picked up by MFL sensors for
examination.

going to be settled within the space A, the field strength is or
so five.5kA/m.
The final structure of the sensing element is shown in
figure five. 3 EMAT coils area unit organized closely on the
circumference of the tube. Sixteen hall sensors area unit used
as MFL sensors to discover the scale of the outflow field in a
pair of directions (axial and radial) severally. Channel one to
channel eight is employed to discover the radial field and also
the channel nine to channel sixteen is employed for axial field
detection.

III. SENSOR DESIGN
A. Choosing the appropriate operating point
The first step for sensing element coming up with is
selecting the appropriate in operation purpose. In reference to
the EMAT, the amplitude of the back wall echo depends
powerfully on the strength of the horizontal field. For various
pipeline steels, this dependence follows the However;
attributable to the very fact that thickness reduction in tube
wall ends up in the rise
Limit dead the region of thirty to thirty five kA/m .
magnetic bias field at those position, so as to form certain the
amplitude of the supersonic back- wall echo being sufficient
not solely within the space with defects however while not
defects, the operation purpose ought to be chosen to regarding
3/4 of the utmost amplitude within the raising a part of the
curve, from 20kA/m to twenty five 20kA/m [9].In regard to
the appropriate MFL operation point, the amplitude of the hall
sensor signal depends on not only In general, the thanks to
decide if the fabric is closed to saturation is that once the field
strength in- crease regarding 100 percent, the magnetic
strength solely increases regarding I Chronicles. According
the saturation curve of it, the simplest vary of the in operation
purpose is between a pair of.5kA/m and eight kA/m.
B.Designing the structure of the Combo-sensor
The static magnetic field used for detection is mainly
supplied by the magnetic bar. In order to not only make sure
the appropriate operating point of EMAT and MFL
technology, but also minimize the magnetic bar as much as
possible, the Comsol software is used for simulation design.
By using the control variable method, the final size of the
different part of the magnetic bar is shown in table 2.
After the magnetic bar is completed, so as to deter- mine
the simplest location for coils and hall sensors (MFL sensor),
the horizontal field strength within the tube wall ought to be
measured. Use the gauss meter to live the field strength (B), in
line with the interfac- ing conditions, to estimate magnetic
strength (H) within the wall of the tube. In reference to the
fabric properties of the tube, the magnitude the ratio of H/B is
about 1000.

Fig 3. Designing the structure of the Combi-sensor
The static magnetic field used for detection is mainly
C.Water Wall Tube Inspection Devices
The EMAT moveable device, ETG-100 from Lingsheng
Technology Co. Ltd, is chosen to live the tube wall
thickness[12].The device will scan the thickness within the
vary between one.5mm to 500mm, through cooperating with
DE EMAT sensing element, the exactness is zero.01mm.The
MFL device is especially wont to method the signal from the
multiple hall sensors. The device includes sever- al
completely different circuit components, as shown in figure
six [10].
Different circuit’s area unit won’t to attain completely
different functions. The outflow field signals from the hall
sensors are going to be 1st sent into the signal process circuit,
experiencing process as well as filtering the high frequency
components in it and amplifying the remainder components.
The signal is going to be then born-again into digital one,
before being sent to the small controller. Together with the
computer code, the detection knowledge are often saved in TF
card or translated to the USB flash driver. And also the wave
of each hall sensing element are often shown on the screen
severally or at identical time[11].
IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to validate the performance of the new system
that employing a combination of EMAT and MFL, a 20# steel
tube was created as specimen containing three artificial
defects, the scale of the defects is shown in table three. The
tube wall thickness is regarding six millimeter. However,
during this system, the mensuration results of EMAT and
MFL area unit still freelance, later, the results ought to be
integrated, so as to show complete tube wall info directly.
It are often seen by analyzing the experimental results
1) As way as EMAT section thinks about, the EMAT potable
device will live the wall thickness effectively
2) As way as MFL section thinks about, 3 artificial defects are
often detected effectively.

The magnetic strength distribution between the pole
shoes is shown as figure 4.It are often seen that the simplest
location for EMAT coils is space B, the magnetic strength is
between 20kA/m and twenty five kA/m. The hall sensors are
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3) In reference to the defect one and defect a pair of, that area
unit each pinholes. 2 defects have identical radius and also the
defects one is deeper than defects a pair of. At now, the
dimension of the outflow field signal is same, however, the
peak-to-peak price of the signal in a pair of directions (radial
and axial) is completely different, and that is proportional to
the depth
The fact is that the new system will discover the entire leakage signal on the detection line through the experiment. So as
to use the restricted MFL signal knowledge mapping the
define of the defects; the interpolation ought to be applied to
complete the info. Figure nine shows two-dimensional
imaging results of the full outflow field higher than the
specimen, that desegregation the outflow field component in 2
directions (axial and radial). It are often seen that the imaging
results of the pinholes deviates from its actual form,
attributable to the impact of stray-flux on
the field of defect-free space round the defect. So as to use the
outflow field to reconstruct the defect, some signal process
algorithms ought to be ap- plied to the signal. Besides this,
from this two- dimensional imaging result, the position
relationship of the 3 defects is often comparatively accurately
determined at intervals the allowable vary of error.

Fig 4. Axial position
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V. CONCLUSION
In order to make sure reliable mensuration for various
reasonably defects on the water wall tubes, during this paper,
a brand new system is intended employing a combination of
EMAT and MFL technologies. During this new system,
EMAT takes advantage of the horizontal field used for MFL
detection to excite the ultrasound. In reference to the sensing
element. Designing, the simplest location for EMAT coils is
within the space that the field strength is between 20kA/m and
twenty five kA/m. the simplest location for hall sensors is
within the space that the field strength is or so five.5kA/m.
Build the experimental platform, the results of the experiment
show that the system will live the remaining wall thickness
accurately and determine all the unreal defects as well as a
pair of pinholes (the radius is 3mm, the depth 3mm and 6mm
respectively) and a circumferential crack (the dimension is
1mm and also the depth is 3mm).Through desegregation the
outflow field part in 2 directions (radial and axial) and
mapping the define of the defects, the position of the 3defects
are often comparatively accurately determined at intervals the
allowable vary of error.
Furthermore, as for all the pipeline examination equipment as
well as the MFL sensing element, the sensing element half are
often replaced by the combi-sensor, during which method, not
solely the defects however conjointly the wall thickness info
are often obtained.
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